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 Participation in this workshop was great!
 79 registered attendees

 11 countries, 4 continents

 21 presentations

 19 participants submitted data for comparison

 Excellent technical information exchanges
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 Code results for single-element airfoils and small drops are consistent (Case 111).
 Integrate curves for total collection and report variation as a metric.
 Many factors contribute to the spread in the code results.
 More work is needed to understand the cause of the spread in the code-to-code comparison 

results.  This could be done by individual participants as it might make for a good paper.
 We should quantify the experimental uncertainty and repeatability for these data.

 For single-element airfoils and small drops, can we define best practices for:
 drop size distribution
 drag model
 mesh resolution
 2nd order schemes
 geometric definition of highlight important for comparison (may be different from grid 

points).
 sensitivity to simulation parameters
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 Case 111
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 The use of splashing models makes a difference in the results for the large drop 
cases.

 Measurements of collection efficiency
 There are limitations with existing databases—questions about surface roughness and effects of 

blotter paper for large drop conditions.
 Alternative measurement methods were suggested, but none have been developed or tested.

 Consider exploring a first-principles computational approach to extend correlations 
through machine learning.

 For future workshops, we should only consider collection efficiency cases where 
the experimental uncertainty is well quantified and where there is corresponding 
aerodynamic data (e.g., surface pressure distribution).
 The LEWICE 3.0 validation report (NASA/CR—2005-213561; AIAA-2005-1243) contains 

quantitative collection efficiency comparisons along with an interpretation of experimental 
uncertainties.

 The repeatability of experimental results for IPW cases is addressed in the original source 
reports.

 For ice shape cases, code-to-code comparison of collection efficiency should still be performed.
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 Code accuracy for rime ice on single element 2D geometry is good, at least for 
small drops.

 For single-element airfoils and small drops, can we define best practices for:
 drop size distribution
 ice density
 mesh resolution
 when is multi-shot needed
 Other? 

 Rime ice on 2D geometry should be a verification case.
 We should also consider rime ice cases for large drops as an additional check of 

the codes.
 There was a question about the experimental ice shape for Case 241 and possible 

erosion.  This could be explored through a comparison of repeat runs.
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 Case 241
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 Case 242
 LEWICE
 Same code, different users
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 Case 242
 FENSAP-ICE
 Same code, different users

Ice Shapes on 2D Geometry Summary
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 Most participants used Navier-Stokes flow solvers with mixed Eulerian and 
Lagrangian drop trajectories.

 There are questions about mesh movements, smoothing between layers
 Hard to determine effects due to many different numerical formulations.

 It was noted that the changing collection efficiency on glaze ice shapes has not 
been widely investigated experimentally yet is an important factor in multi-shot 
simulation.
 There is some experimental collection efficiency data on artificial ice shapes (see NASA/CR—

2005-213561; AIAA-2005-1243). 
 There was a lot of progress noted since the 2000 NATO RTO effort such as:

 More widespread use of Navier-Stokes solvers instead of panel methods.
 Consideration of large drop cases.
 Better quantification of comparisons (e.g. ice mass)
 Availability of 3D ice geometry data from laser scans.
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 Code accuracy for rime ice is better than for glaze ice, but may still 
need some work.
 Do we need to look at rime ice cases for large drops?

 Can we provide guidance as to when 3D tools are needed vs 2D or 
2.5D?  
 For this workshop, 3D tools only required for the inlet cases 131 and 132.
 Recognize desire for 3D tool in order to have consistency with other 

analysis objectives.
 In general 3D multi-shot simulation is a challenge and used much 

less than single-shot.

Ice Shapes on 3D Geometry Summary
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 Discussion of ice density:
 Important that sufficient investigation of numerical effect must be performed (for 

example, mesh refinement)
 Ice mass and voids are still important to understand and model.
 We must clearly define the terminology for both experimental data and 

modeling.

 For reporting experimental ice shapes, we should provide minimum, 
maximum and average combined cross section.

 The MCCS is important for aerodynamics (most conservative), however, 
the minimum and average may be informative for code development and 
comparison.  

 Still relies on visual (qualitative) inspection for comparison.

Ice Shapes on 3D Geometry Summary
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 We can also report ice volume from 3D scan data, but need to quantify 
the experimental uncertainty.

 Discussion of shadow and enhancement zones in 3D:
 Kevin Yugulis offered to check on the availability of test data and model for 

an aircraft inlet with shadow effects.
 Mesh adaptation may be needed to handle these effects.

 Need to have aerodynamic measurements (e.g. surface pressure) 
to validate flow solution.

Ice Shapes on 3D Geometry Summary
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 Two main categories of future work
 Research Needs
 Topics for future workshop(s)

Research Needs
 There is a clear research need for high-quality experimental collection 

efficiency data, possibly using new techniques. 
 There is also a need for collection efficiency data in complex 

geometries; small and large drops.
 Includes shadow zones and enhancement zones.
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Research Needs (con’t)
 There are many research needs for glaze ice on 2D geometries:
 understand uncertainty in test conditions and effect on ice shape
 measure ice mass in experiments with clear definition of what it is included or 

not (e.g. feathers, most aft location included…)
 experimental data from other facilities
 consistent definition of HTC and freezing fraction to facilitate code comparison
 measure collection efficiency, heat transfer and ice shape on the same model 

at identical test conditions
 Many of the research needs for glaze ice on 2D geometry also apply to 3D 

geometries.
 Consistent theme—need high quality collection efficiency, heat transfer and ice 

shape data.
 Need to develop comparison metrics for highly 3D ice shapes.

Future Work Discussion
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Future Workshop(s)
 Geometry

 Should we focus on more challenging 3D geometries—much smaller number of test cases, but 
spend more time on numerical effects and issues (grid resolution, mesh refinements, multi-shot, 
etc.)?

 Need experimental data for complex 3D geometries, engine inlets, rotor configurations, multi-
element wings, realistic swept wings, etc.

 Simulation Topics
 Shadow zones 
 Mesh adaptation, surface and field volume, sensitivity analysis to input conditions

 Methodologies
 Post processing metrics, especially for 3D ice shapes
 How to acquire high-quality collection efficiency data
 Other experimental methods issues, such as uncertainty and sensitivities to calibration and test 

conditions.
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 Presenters: please upload final presentations or email to Andy 
Broeren by 5 August for posting to IPW public web site.

 We will post Introduction, Code-to-Code Comparison and Summary 
presentations and chat transcripts to the IPW public web site.

 Organizing Committee will meet in September.
 Consider options for IPW-2
 Consider options for ASE technical session at Aviation 2022 for 

presentations and papers on IPW-1.
 Individuals welcome to submit abstracts on their own as well.
 2022 AIAA Aviation Forum, 27 June – 1 July, Hilton Chicago, 

Chicago, Illinois.

Next Steps
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 THANK YOU!
 Conclusion: We have collectively seemed to learn a lot about how to 

conduct virtual workshops and meetings.
 AIAA Atmospheric and Space Environments Technical Committee 

ASE TC Information: https://www.aiaa.org/get-involved/committees-groups/technical-committees

 Ice Prediction Workshop: www.icepredictionworkshop.com

Wrap Up
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